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The only constant in life is change. This is

true in most walks of life and especially

the NHS. We all respond to change in

different ways. For some of us it can be

quite daunting, for others is it

invigorating. Some of us embrace change

with open arms. Some of us avoid

change at all costs, burying our heads in

the sand and hoping that the change will

pass us by. In situations like these, when

we finally do lift our heads us we notice

that the world has changed regardless. 

So, we can let change happen to us,

or we can make change happen for us. In

most cases organisational change is

inevitable, so it makes sense to look for

the positives in the situation, both

individually and collectively. 

It makes sense to examine our own

thought processes around change. Basic

psychology tells us that the way we think

about a situation determines the way we

feel about that situation and the way we

feel has a huge impact on the way we act

when in that situation. If we have

negative thoughts and feelings about

change, we are likely to act negatively as

the change takes place. If, however we

look for the positives in the changing

situation, we are more likely to enjoy the

change. Which would you rather do?

If being part of change is challenging,

leading and managing change can be

even more so. However, none of us who

moved in to a management or leadership

role wanted an easy life, right?

Here are some top tips on leading and

managing change.

• Lead by example

If you are going to manage change,

you need to make sure that you are

thinking, feeling and acting positively.

If your words say one thing, but your

actions say another, your people will

spot this easily and no matter how

convincing you try to be, your

messages will get lost. So, make sure

you have the support you need to see

through the change process.

• Communicate early and often

One of the worst things that can

happen at a managerial level is

nothing. No one communicates with

their staff and this leads to uncertainty.

Worse still, in the absence of

communication from above, staff

assume the worst and start to fill in the

blanks. So, communicate often, even if

it is just to say that there is no news.

• Communicate the bigger picture

honestly and simply

People need to know why the change

is happening, when it is going to

happen and how it will affect them

individually and collectively. When you

communicate these facts, keep your

language simple and honest. Avoid

using management jargon such as

“strategic realignment of operational

personnel” which most people will

interpret as “jobs are going”. People

need to feel secure during change and

using language that confuses them

will alienate them and lead to feelings

of resentment.
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• Allow time for one to one

discussions

As a team leader or manager you owe

it to your staff to give them time to

discuss their concerns (no matter how

strange these may seem) with you.

Again, during these conversations be

as honest as possible, even if you are

delivering bad news. You may also

need to allow for several one to ones

with the same individual as some of us

need more reassurance than others.

• Create change champions

As mentioned above, some of us

respond to change very positively.

Identify those people in your team and

organization who fit this bill. Allow

them individually and collectively to

become champions for the change

that they are going through. Allow

your change champions to have

meetings with other individuals who

are more reluctant about the change.

It is powerful for concerned individuals

to see how their more positive peers

are responding to change.

• Celebrate short term wins

As the change process you are

entering starts to unfold, look for and

celebrate examples of individuals or

teams who are embracing the change

and driving it through. Think about

small awards at team meetings and

newsletters to recognise and celebrate

the change as it takes place. Even a

simple verbal or written “well done”

can have massive motivational impact.

The other good thing about

celebrating your wins is that they help

to reduce any remaining cynicism in

those individuals that are still resisting

the change.

• Make short term wins stick

Many change experts, such as John

Kotter, illustrate that change fails

because once the deadline for change

has passed, many individuals and

organisations go back to doing things

'the old way'.  As a leader or manager,

we need to ensure that the new way

remains the new way. This may

involve rewriting SOPs, job

descriptions, minimum performance

standards etc. It is also a good idea to

continue to review both individually

and collectively, how the change is

being implemented in the present day

and how things could be improved in

the future. We know that the world

moves on at a pace, so change that

has made us successful today, may be

redundant 12 months from now. You

and possibly your change champions

need to be horizon scanning for

future change opportunities.

• Review and progress

Once the change process is complete

you should be looking to review it and

determine what worked and what

you would improve next time,

because there will, inevitably be, a

next time.
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Create change champions!

“Think about small awards at team meetings and newsletters
to recognise and celebrate the change as it takes place.”
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